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Notice and Comment and You!

Raise your hand if you have 
any experience with Notice 
and comment or you are 
familiar with the APA.

Anyone care to share your 
experience? 



Forest Service Trivia…

2. Directives are binding and carry full effect of force of law.

4. Directives are subject to public notice and comment, but only if 
they cause controversy amongst the public.



False
Directives are not guidance documents unless they have the legal effect of a regulation, i.e., a directive that has a future effect 
on regulated parties.

False
Directives can be binding on those outside the agency, but only if they carry the force and effect of a rule and have been treated 
by the agency as a regulatory item.

True
As a land Management Agency, like HUD, FS is exempt from the APA requirements.

False
Directives are subject to notice and comment only when they have a substantial future effect on regulated parties or when they 
create, alter, or impact the standards, criteria, and guidelines of Agency programs that also impact the public.

False
The courts have found that the FSM & FSH are functional equivalents, however, the FSM is meant to specify responsibilities and 
include guidance of a general application, while the FSH is intended to be more specialized and technical in nature.  None the 
less, both the FSM & FSH are subject to notice and comment if they trigger the requirements of the National Forest 
Management Act.





Prior to revision:

A directive is a policy that directs Agency action and/or implements regulations.





“formulations of standards, criteria, and guidelines through the issuance, amendment, or repeal of Forest
Service directives regarding management of the National Forest System, the State and Private Forestry
program, and any other directive that substantively affects natural resources on National Forest System
landsoradjacentStateandprivateland.”

“Natural resources” was added to the rule as a consideration to public participation because 6 of the 7 
findings by Congress listed in the NFMA as motivations for the public participation requirements emphasize 
natural resource management.



The Agency is expanding the public’s accessibility to public participation, to which 
they have a statutory right under NFMA, but leaving that right intact. The new 
process includes:

Just as in the APA, the revisions to 36 CFR 216 provide a standard 30 day comment period.





Internal Engagement

External Engagement





Stakeholders And Community Engagement Contributed 
To And Affirmed Agency Decision-making….



And Also Caused Some Barriers To Communication 
And Collaboration…



But Also Contributed To A Public Comment Requirement 
On Topics Such As….



https://dev-
cms.fs.usda.gov/hq4d8/about-agency/regulations-
policies/pending-proposed-directives

https://dev-cms.fs.usda.gov/hq4d8/about-
agency/regulations-policies

…Resulting In The Agency Developing New 
Infrastructure

https://dev-cms.fs.usda.gov/hq4d8/about-agency/regulations-policies/pending-proposed-directives
https://dev-cms.fs.usda.gov/hq4d8/about-agency/regulations-policies


The revisions to 36 CFR 216 has improved access, cost savings, and 
administrative efficiency to modifications of the Agency’s directive 
system by:



Long-term community 
engagement is critical to 
sustaining the involvement 
of diverse communities in 
decision-making around 
Agency actions impacting 
the public. 



We identified the following Critical Elements as vital to outreach and 
collaboration success:








